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Latency-Aware Strategies for Deploying Data Stream Processing Applications on Large Cloud-Edge Infrastructure

Alexandre da Silva Veith, Marcos Dias de Assunção, Laurent Lefèvre

Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) applications often require the processing of data streams generated by devices dispersed over a large geographical area. Traditionally, these data streams are forwarded to a distant cloud for processing, thus resulting in high application end-to-end latency. Recent work explores the combination of resources located in clouds and at the edges of the Internet, called cloud-edge infrastructure, for deploying Data Stream Processing (DSP) applications. Most previous work, however, fails to scale to very large IoT settings. This paper introduces deployment strategies for the placement of DSP applications onto cloud-edge infrastructure. The strategies split an application graph into regions and consider regions with stringent time requirements for edge placement. The proposed Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy with Region Patterns and Latency Awareness (AELS+RP+LA) decreases the number of evaluated resources when computing an operator’s placement by considering the communication overhead across computing resources. Simulation results show that, unlike the state-of-the-art, AELS+RP+LA scales to environments with more than 100k resources with negligible impact on the application end-to-end latency.

Index Terms—Data Stream Processing, Edge Computing, Aggregate end-to-end latency, Operator placement

1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) has led to scenarios where data is produced in overwhelming rates and which require (near) real-time analysis. In smart cities, IoT, and operational monitoring of large infrastructure, applications generate continuous data streams that must be processed under short delays. Streaming data is often gathered and analyzed by Data Stream Processing Engines (DSPEs) where an application is commonly structured as a dataflow. A dataflow comprises multiple sensors, gateways and/or actuators as data sources generating data; stateless or stateful operators such as filtering, and aggregation that perform transformations on the data; and data sinks or queries that consume or store the data. Traditionally, DSPEs place the whole dataflow on a single cloud.

The schedulers of DSPEs commonly assign tasks to resources in a round-robin fashion while ignoring intricacies of operators and resources. This often results in poor performance and load imbalance when considering the distributed nature of IoT. In IoT scenarios, data sources are mainly located at the edges of the Internet, and data is transferred to the cloud via long-distance links that increase the end-to-end latency (i.e., the time data is generated to the time it reaches the sinks). The communication overhead incurred by transferring data via the Internet makes it hard to achieve near real-time processing on clouds alone. Cloud-edge infrastructure provides an alternative approach to deploy Data Stream Processing (DSP) applications by combining multiple cloud providers (i.e., federated cloud) and resources at the edges of the Internet, often organized in edge sites.

Existing application placement strategies for cloud-edge infrastructure generally expect some sort of manual intervention and many models are oblivious to complex operator transformation patterns (e.g., stateful – store information about previous executions as new data is streamed in) and do not support resource constraints (e.g., memory and communication) or dependencies between operators. Likewise, other efforts offer linear approaches where the behavior of a DSP application deployment on heterogeneous infrastructure is non-stochastic. Another major drawback is that prior work fails to scale to cloud-edge infrastructure where the number of edge resources can be in the hundreds or thousands. For instance, initiatives including the Humble Lamppost Project and LinkNYC, illustrate that cloud-edge infrastructure will become even more pervasive and reach much larger scale in near future.

In this paper, we introduce a set of strategies for the initial placement of the operators onto federated cloud and edge resources while supporting large-scale infrastructure, considering the characteristics of resources and meeting application requirements. We consider synthetic and generic analytics applications with multiple sources and sinks distributed across cloud and edge resources. In particular, we decompose the application graph by identifying patterns such as the final destination of messages, and then placing operators across edge and cloud resources while considering their latency closeness. We also extrapolate the infrastructure topology size to show that the scalability of
current approaches is an issue. The results demonstrate that our strategies are scalable and provide operator placements at a reasonable time. Comprehensive simulations comprising multiple network topologies and several application settings demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in maintaining the end-to-end latency regardless of the network size. The results also show that our solution can cover large-scale infrastructure where the state-of-the-art fails.

The main motivation is to design operator placement for cloud-edge infrastructure that are scalable and do not penalize the end-to-end latency, which is a stringent requirement for near real-time analytics. The main contributions of this work are:

- It improves a model for DSP applications on heterogeneous infrastructure introduced in previous work [13] by extending it to address large-scale scenarios.
- Strategies for placing operators across large-scale network topologies.
- Evaluation of the strategies against traditional and state-of-the-art schemes.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. The application and infrastructure models are introduced in Section 3. The placement strategies are detailed in Section 4 whereas Section 5 presents performance evaluation results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

## 2 Related Work

Previous work reviewed strategies for operator placement in early distributed DSP systems [14]. Several approaches aim to optimize the application end-to-end latency by exploiting the location of computing resources in a network infrastructure, hence reducing inter-resource communication and maximizing processing throughput. Previous work, however, does not handle large IoT scenarios and is oblivious to the constraints of IoT resources regarding memory, CPU, and network bandwidth. Also, most solutions do not handle cloud-edge infrastructure, consider oversimplified DSP applications, and do not use IoT resources for DSP tasks.

Taneja’s Cloud-Edge Placement (TCEP) [3] is a best-fit scheduling policy for application placement on cloud-edge infrastructure that organizes computing resources and application operators into two distinct vectors, which are then sorted by their CPU capacity and CPU requirement respectively. For each operator in the operators vector, TCEP evaluates whether the resource at the middle of the resources vector meets the operator’s CPU, memory, and bandwidth requirements. TCEP ignores multiple or federated edge sites and the network latency, which results in high application end-to-end latency. It also does not estimate application characteristics, which is an issue when handling heterogeneous computing resources.

Redowan et al. [15] propose a policy where DSP operators are classified in a three-dimensional space (i.e., user-defined end-to-end latency, amount of data per input and frequency for collecting data in IoT devices). Operators with stringent requirements are placed on the edge while non-stringent ones are assigned to the cloud. The work also offers an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for minimizing the application end-to-end latency, which has scalability issues, and considers scenarios with up to 25 devices. The work also ignores states when computing the end-to-end latency.

DROPLET [16] offers a scheduling policy by modeling the completion time of DSP applications as the shortest path problem. The proposed model ignores operators that change the pattern of input data, assuming equal sizes for output and input tuples. DROPLET considers only the operators’ output queues and a single edge site. Moreover, memory and CPU capacity are ignored when assigning multiple operators to the same resource.

Cardellini et al. [7] introduce an ILP model for geodistributed DSP systems that considers resource heterogeneity, but ignores memory constraints as it is conceived for federated clouds with large memory capacity. Edge computing resources, however, often have limited capacity and cannot host operators with heavy memory demands. Moreover, the solution has scalability issues as it relies on ILP. Communication-aware heuristics were proposed for assigning DSP operators to Virtual Machines (VMs) placed across federated clouds [17], [18], but these solutions do not consider edge computing resources and struggle to minimize the end-to-end latency since data sources are often located in IoT devices.

Canali et al. [19] introduce an ILP model and algorithm for placing applications onto cloud-edge infrastructure that focuses on reduce end-to-end latency from edge sites. They evaluate their solution by analyzing the traffic monitoring application of the Italian city of Modena, with a population of 180,000 inhabitants. Despite the significant population, the testbed was based on 89 sensors and seven cloud resources. Likewise, Geelytics [20] explores a cloud-edge infrastructure for minimizing the end-to-end latency of applications and respecting resource constraints. In contrast, Kiani et al. [21] attempt to minimize the energy-time cost using Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP), but their solution handles only small network topologies, ignores multi-tenancy, and estimates the operator placement by considering all application operators and computing resources. Existing solutions do not address scenarios with a vast number of sensors, hence demonstrating that scalability is still an issue.

Table 1 summarizes how the related work handles the operator placement problem. Some existing work proposes solutions for federated clouds [17], [19], while ignoring IoT devices. Other approaches for stateful operators [7], [19] tackle cloud-edge infrastructure, but disregard memory and bandwidth constraints. TCEP [3] and Redowan et al. [15] consider some of these constraints, but their solutions do not support stateful operators, while Kiani et al. [21] restrict the scheduling of a single operator at the same edge location. Droplet [16] presents both a complexity analysis and experiments that demonstrate the efficiency of a two-layer architecture that considers a single cloud and one edge site. However, it is unclear whether the proposed architecture can scale to a scenario with multiple clouds and edge sites. Canali et al. [19] evaluate their approach in a large scenario, but ignore federated clouds. There is a lack of scalable solutions for cloud-edge infrastructure that support stateful operators, respect resource constraints and consider
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Fig. 1. Overview of cloud-edge infrastructure.

the scale of future IoT deployments [8].

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITIONS

This section describes the system model for operator placement introduced in our previous work [13], extending it to cover stateful operators and to address scalability issues. Table 2 summarizes the symbols used in the paper.

3.1 System Model

Cloud-edge infrastructure comprises federated clouds and edge sites as depicted in Fig. 1. The clouds and edge sites are interconnected via the Internet. Each cloud resource represents a service supplied by a cloud service provider (e.g., Amazon EC2 [23], Microsoft Azure [24], Google Cloud [25]). In contrast, each edge site has multiple and heterogeneous resources connected to a LAN. The internal communication of an edge site often adopts technologies such as LTE and other wireless equipment that increase the network latency significantly [26]. For this reason, the internal links and edge resources in an edge site are analyzed individually. This work considers that information on the network topology and resource availability are discovered and maintained via algorithms such as Vivaldi and Software Defined Network solutions [7].

We focus on application end-to-end latency as a performance metric for placing DSP applications across edge and cloud resources. The DSP operator placement problem consists of accommodating the application components (i.e., operators) onto the available infrastructure resources to optimize the end-to-end latency. Information about the application can be obtained via profiling techniques or from previous executions as demonstrated in existing work [27].

The infrastructure is viewed as a graph $\mathcal{N} = (\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{L})$ where $\mathcal{R}$ is the union set of cloud compute resources and edge resources, and $\mathcal{L}$ is the set of logical links interconnecting the resources, comprising WAN interconnections and LAN links. A computational resource is defined as a tuple $r_k = (\text{cpu}_k, \text{mem}_k) \in \mathcal{R}$, where $\text{cpu}_k$ is the CPU capability...
Likewise, we can recursively compute the average size $\varsigma_i^{\text{in}}$ of events that arrive at a downstream operator $i$ and the size of events it emits $\varsigma_i^{\text{out}}$ by considering the upstream operators’ event sizes and their respective operator data transformation pattern (i.e., $\omega_i^\nu$). In other words:

$$\varsigma_i^{\text{in}} = \varsigma_2^{\text{out}} \quad \forall e_{z \rightarrow i} \in \mathcal{E}, z \in \mathcal{O}^{\text{src}}$$

(4)

$$\varsigma_i^{\text{in}} = \sum_{e_{i \rightarrow j} \in \mathcal{E}} \varsigma_j^{\text{in}} \times \omega_j^\nu \times e_{i \rightarrow j}^{\text{out}} \quad \forall i, j \in \mathcal{O}, i \notin \mathcal{O}^{\text{src}}$$

(5)

$$\varsigma_i^{\text{out}} = \varsigma_j^{\text{in}} \times \omega_j^\nu \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{O}, j \notin \mathcal{O}^{\text{out}}$$

(6)

A computational resource is multi-tenant and hosts one or more operators. Operators within the same host communicate directly whereas inter-node communication occurs via a communication service as depicted in Fig. 2. The employed queueing system is representative of the communication and processing services performed by DSPEs. Frameworks often run operators in containers, and the communication between them is via message queues or brokers [28]. After an operator processes a message, it is pushed to the queue(s) of the downstream operator(s). The Dispatching Service and Data Transfer Service provide functions analogous to a Stream Manager in Apache Heron or a Supervisor in Apache Storm. These services were decoupled from the local manager in our case because of the geo-distributed nature of cloud-edge infrastructure. The Dispatching Service manages the communication between operators locally while the Data Transfer Service handles external communications. Operators in the same resource write directly to their downstream operator queues while in external communications message brokers guarantee the message delivery.

Events are handled in a First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) fashion both by operators and the communication service that serializes events to be sent to another host. This guarantees the time order of events; an important requirement in many data stream processing applications. Both operators and the communication service follow a widely employed M/M/1 Queueing Theory model [29] for their queues which allows for estimating the waiting and service times for computation and communication. The used queue model is capable of capturing randomness in arrival and service times. As in state-of-the-art solutions [7]: (i) Event arrival follows a time-homogeneous Poisson process with a constant rate – without event bursts as sensors collect data periodically; and (ii) the service rate follows an exponential distribution with constant mean time – homogeneous processing demand for computing each message. Moreover, a stateful operator can have an impact on the computation time as it waits until it receives a number of events before considering the window complete ($ws_k^\text{out}$). The computation or service time $stime(i,k)$ in seconds of an operator $i$ placed on resource $k$ is hence given by:

$$stime(i,k) = \frac{1}{\mu(i,k)} - \frac{ws_k^\text{out}}{\lambda_i^\text{in}} + lat_k^{\text{out}}$$

(7)

The communication time $ctime(i,k)(j,l)$ in seconds for operator $i$ placed on a resource $k$ to send an event to operator $j$ on a resource $l$ is:

$$ctime(i,k)(j,l) = \frac{1}{bdw_k^{\text{out}}} - \lambda_j^{\text{in}} + lat_k^{\text{out}}$$

(8)

### 3.3 Infrastructure and Application Constraints

Edge resources can be limited in terms of memory, computing, and communication capabilities. An operator can only be placed on a computing resource if it meets all the operator’s processing and data transfer requirements:

$$\lambda_i^{\text{in}} < \mu(i,k) \quad \forall i \in \mathcal{O}, \forall k \in \mathcal{R}$$

(9)

$$\lambda_j^{\text{out}} < \frac{bdw_k^{\text{out}}}{\varsigma_j^{\text{out}}} \quad \forall j \in \mathcal{O}, \forall k \rightarrow l \in \mathcal{L}$$

(10)
The CPU and memory requirements of operators on each host are ensured by constraints (11) and (12):

\[
\sum_{i \in O} 1_{(i,k)} \times \lambda_i^{in} \times cpu^o_i \leq cpu^r_k \quad \forall k \in R
\] (11)

\[
\sum_{i \in O} 1_{(i,k)} \times (mem^o_i + ws^o_i \times c_1^{in}) \leq mem^r_k \quad \forall k \in R
\] (12)

Data transferring requirements of streams placed on links are guaranteed by:

\[
\sum_{e_{i\rightarrow j} \in E \atop k \leftrightarrow l \in L} 1_{(e_{i\rightarrow j}, k \leftrightarrow l)} \times c_1^{out} \leq bw_{d_{k \leftrightarrow l}} \quad \forall k \leftrightarrow l \in L
\] (13)

Constraints (14) and (15) ensure that an operator is not placed on more than one resource and that a stream is not placed on more than a network link respectively:

\[
\sum_{k \in R} 1_{(i,k)} = 1 \quad \forall i \in O
\] (14)

\[
\sum_{k \leftrightarrow l \in L} 1_{(e_{i\rightarrow j}, k \leftrightarrow l)} = 1 \quad \forall e_{i\rightarrow j} \in E
\] (15)

### 3.4 End-to-End Latency

As DSP applications must handle incoming data events under short delays, the goal of the operator placement is to minimize the application end-to-end latency.

A path in a DSP application graph is a sequence of operators from a source to a sink. A path \( p_i \) of length \( n \) is a sequence of \( n \) operators and \( n - 1 \) streams, starting at a source and ending at a sink:

\[
p_i = o_0, o_1, \ldots, o_k, o_{k+1}, \ldots, o_{n-1}, o_n
\] (16)

where \( o_0 \) is a source and \( o_n \) is a sink. The set of all possible paths in the application graph is denoted by \( P \). The end-to-end latency of a path is the sum of the computation time of all operators along the path and the communication time required to stream events on the path. More formally, the end-to-end latency of path \( p_i \), denoted by \( L_{p_i} \), is:

\[
L_{p_i} = \sum_{j \in p_i, k \in R} 1_{(j,k)} \times stime(j,k) + \sum_{l \in R} 1_{(e_{j\rightarrow j+1, k \leftrightarrow l})} \times ctime(j,k, j+1,l)
\] (17)

The aggregate end-to-end latency \( AL \) is therefore:

\[
AL = \sum_{p_i \in P} L_{p_i}
\] (18)

As DSP applications are generally latency-sensitive, this paper provides solutions that minimize the **aggregate end-to-end latency**. In other words, find the mapping that minimizes \( AL \) (i.e., \( \min AL \)) and respects the resource and network constraints.

### 4 Operator Placement Strategies

This section details the strategies proposed for placing DSP applications onto cloud-edge infrastructure while minimizing the aggregate end-to-end latency.

#### 4.1 System Overview

This work considers a scenario where a user submits an application to the DSPE (e.g., NebulaStream [30]), and an orchestrator running in the cloud computes the initial operator placement. The orchestrator maintains the network topology information and profiles the application to determine its operators’ requirements and communication patterns. With the application and network topology information at hand, the orchestrator can employ one of the strategies described later to compute the placement. The applications are split according to the proposed strategies. Before applying a strategy, however, the orchestrator needs to create a deployment sequence, which is essentially a list of ordered operators, and the list of resources that can host the operators. The next section describes how the deployment sequence is computed, which is then used by all proposed strategies to evaluate operators in a sequential manner.

#### 4.2 Deployment Sequence

The problem of determining the operator placement has been shown to be NP-hard [31]. In our strategies, we adopt an incremental and scalable approach for assigning operators to resources by evaluating a deployment sequence, built so that upstream operators are assessed before downstream operators. When estimating the requirements of a given operator, the system must guarantee that the requirements of its upstream operator have already been estimated. In this way, the placement strategy has all the information about the upstream operators such as an operator’s output data rate which is needed when estimating the \( AL \) of a downstream operator. That is, the strategies require the output data rate from previous operators (i.e., upstream operators) to estimate the requirements of a given downstream operator. After assigning all operators of the deployment sequence, the strategies can efficiently find an operator placement by minimizing \( AL \) of a given application dataflow.

Algorithm 1 shows the method for sorting operators and creating a deployment sequence. The method initializes the deployment sequence and a queue (line 1). As data sources do not have upstream operators, they are added to the deployment sequence along with their downstream operators, obtained via the function GetDS (lines 2-6). Then for each operator in the queue, the algorithm checks whether its upstream operators are in the deployment sequence (lines 7-15). If all upstream operators are in the sequence, the operator is moved from the queue to the deployment sequence and its downstream operators are pushed to the queue (lines 9-15). Otherwise, the operator is moved from the beginning to the end of the queue (line 15). The evaluation of upstream operators completes when the queue is empty. As Algorithm 1 essentially performs a breadth-first traversal of the application dataflow, its complexity is \( O(|O| + |E|) \), where \( O \) is set of application operators and \( E \) is the set of streams in the dataflow.

#### 4.3 Operator Placement Strategies

This section introduces three operator placement strategies that use the deployment sequence.
Algorithm 1 to build the deployment sequence.

1: ds ← { }, queue.clear()
2: for src in O\textsuperscript{src} do
3:   ds.append(src)
4: for downs in GETDS(src) do
5:   if downs not in queue then
6:     queue.push(downs)
7: while |queue| > 0 do
8:   ope ← queue.pop()
9:   if all upstream operators of ope are in ds then
10:  for downs in GETDS(ope) do
11:    if downs not in queue then
12:      queue.push(downs)
13:   ds.append(ope)
14: else
15:   queue.push(ope)
16: return ds

4.3.1 Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy (AELS)
AELS is a greedy strategy that places operators incrementally by evaluating the AL while respecting the resource constraints presented in Section 3. AELS estimates the AL for each operator in the deployment sequence by considering the already placed upstream operators, resource capabilities, and operator requirements. Algorithm 2 shows this process, where the algorithm first obtains all the operators that are upstream to operator o for estimating the communication overhead from them to operator o itself (line 5). The placement of operator o is then evaluated on all resources (lines 6–10). During the evaluation, the communication overhead is computed according to the placement of upstream operators (lines 6–9). If a resource can provide the CPU, memory and bandwidth required by operator o, the resource and its end-to-end latency are added to a set of available resources (lines 9–10). After that, the resources are sorted by their end-to-end latencies. The resource with the smallest end-to-end latency is picked, and the resource’s residual CPU and memory capabilities are updated. If the application graph were complete, the complexity of executing Algorithm 2 for all operators in the sequence would be $O(|O| \times |R| + |O|^2)$, where $O$ is the set of application operators and $R$ is the set of infrastructure resources. As DSP graphs are often more sparse, the cost of computing the communication latency from upstream streams is negligible and the complexity can be considered $O(|O| \times |R|)$. As described in the next section, DSP applications often comprise parallel regions whose operators AL could be evaluated in parallel. Also, the next sections present strategies that further reduce this complexity.

Algorithm 2 to compute the end-to-end latency.

1: function ESTIMATEAL(N = (R, L), G = (O, S), o)
2:   rt ← { }
3:   us ← placements of operators upstream to o
4: for r ∈ R do
5:   comm ← 0
6: for plcmt ∈ us do
7:   if GETHOST(plcmt) ≠ r then
8:     comm ← comm + ctime(plcmt)(o,r)
9: if MEETCONSTRAINTS(o, r) then
10:  rt.append((r, stime(o,r) + comm))
11: return rt

4.3.2 AELS with Region Patterns (AELS+RP)
Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy with Region Patterns (AELS+RP) is a strategy that handles complex dataflows that contain multiple paths from sources to sinks. As shown in Figure 3, a DSP dataflow can have patterns such as: (i) splitters, where messages are replicated to multiple downstream operators or scheduled to downstream operators in a round-robin fashion using message key hashes or other criteria [32]; (ii) parallel regions that perform the same operations over different sets of messages or where each individual region treats copies of the incoming messages; and (iii) mergers, which merge the outputs of parallel regions. These patterns result in multiple application paths, each with its own performance requirements. For instance, messages emitted to sink 1 require shorter AL than those sent to be stored in databases, i.e., sink 2. AELS+RP considers each application path requirements and gives priority to messages according to their destination. This information is used to build regions and assist in placing operators across cloud and edge resources. AELS+RP hence explores splitters and the sinks’ placement (cloud or edge). According to the destination of the output of an operator, this strategy classifies the regions in:

- **cloud** when an operator is immediately upstream to sinks placed on the cloud; and
- **edge** when an operator shares paths with sinks located at the edge.

Based on the regions, the operators are classified and allocated as depicted in Fig. 4. Since an edge region has a higher priority than a cloud region, AELS+RP exploits resources on edge sites for improving the AL. If an operator exceeds the capabilities of edge resources, then it is allocated to one of the clouds. AELS+RP aims to allocate operators across edge and cloud meeting the AL only for operators on the edge region, in contrast to the AELS strategy that evaluates the end-to-end latency rate for all operators.

Similar to AELS, when evaluating the AL for an operator in an edge region, the resource with the shortest AL is
picked. Operators on the edge region will be evaluated considering only resources on edge sites, unless their requirements are not met. The cloud will host operators in the cloud region and those of the edge region whose requirements cannot be satisfied by resources on edge sites.

### 4.3.3 AELS+RP and Latency Awareness (AELS+RP+LA)

AELS+RP improves the scalability of policies introduced in our previous work [13]. AELS+RP reduces the search space by picking a selected number of operators whose placement is evaluated considering only edge resources instead of the overall infrastructure. Further reducing the number of evaluations of operator assignments is key to finding operator placements in feasible time as current and future IoT scenarios can contain many thousands of resources [8]. The AELS+RP+LA improves the scalability of AELS+RP by applying a pruning technique to reduce the number of resources and estimate the AL.

As previous work has shown that network latency is often the largest overhead in a geo-distributed infrastructure [26], AELS+RP+LA explores it to reduce the number of resources. When computing the incremental operator placement from the deployment sequence, each operator has its AL computed on a limited number of resources. These resources are added to a list according to the following schemes:

- **In-situ**: gets the best resources to place a given operator to avoid communication across edge sites. First, it identifies the upstream operators of a downstream operator. Second, each upstream operator placed on edge has the resources with the smallest network latency in the same edge site added to the considered resource list.

- **In-transit**: obtains resources to reduce the overhead of communication across edge sites. The approach also evaluates the location of each upstream operator. For each one, the method selects a resource in an edge site (if the upstream operator is placed on the edge) and then the obtained edge site must be different from the current one) and a cloud resource according to their network latency. Then resources are included to the considered resource list.

- **Data sink locations**: adds to the considered resource list the resources where the destination data sinks are placed. For each different data sink location, the method includes the resource with the smallest network latency.

Once the resource list is compiled, it is submitted to the AELS+RP strategy. Instead of examining all edge sites and clouds, the search space covers only resources that can impact the AL positively.

## 5 Evaluation

This section first describes the experimental setup and performance metrics and then discusses obtained results.

### 5.1 Experimental setup

We built a framework atop OMNET++ [33] to model and simulate the large-scale DSP scenarios envisioned in this work. Our previous work [22] showed that under smaller-scale scenarios, simulation results closely match those obtained in real-life settings. A computational resource is an entity with CPU, memory and bandwidth capabilities whereas operators comprise waiting queues and transformation operations posing demands in terms of CPU, memory and bandwidth.

The edge resources are modeled as Raspberry Pis 2 (RPi2) (i.e., 4.74 MIPS at 1 GHz and 1 GB of RAM) and Raspberry Pis 3 (RPi3) (i.e., 5.02 MIPS at 1.2 GHz and 1 GB of RAM). The cloud resources are modeled as AMD RYZEN 7 1800x (i.e., 304.51 MIPS at 3.6 GHz and 1 TB of memory). Half the edge resources are RPi2 and the other half are RPi3. We evaluate multiple network configurations (or topologies) by varying the number of edge sites, clouds and IoT resources in each site from the following values: 10, 100 and 500. The configurations are summarized in Table 3.

The network topologies are classified as:

- **Regular**: with less than 10,000 resources.
- **Large**: between 10,000 and 99,999 resources.
- **Extra-large**: has 100,000 or more resources.

The network topologies follow patterns obtained from the work by Hu et al. [26].

- A gateway interfaces each edge site’s LAN and the external WAN (the Internet).
- The LAN latency is uniformly distributed between 0.015 and 0.8 ms with a bandwidth of 100 Mbps.
- The WAN latency is drawn uniformly between 65 and 85 ms, and the bandwidth is 1 Gbps.

Aiming to capture a diverse range of IoT and monitoring applications where sensors/actuators generate a variety of events, 13 application graphs with single and multiple data paths are considered divided into three categories as described later. The 13 graphs were crafted using a Python

---

1. Only resources that support the memory, CPU and bandwidth requirements of the operator are considered.

library and their orders are based on the size of Real-time IoT Benchmark (RIoTBench) topologies [35], which are representative of today’s DSP applications. The number of stateful operators corresponds to 20% of the whole application, also based on RIoTBench topologies. The sources and sinks are placed on edge sites except for the sink on the critical path, which is hosted on the cloud. This is the typical behavior of IoT and smart home applications that collect data from sensors located on the edge of the Internet and have to provide response to nearby actuators, whereas part of the processing is performed in the cloud [36], [37]. The experiments consider 10 different configurations for each of the 13 application graphs, where operator parameters and the location of sinks and sources are uniformly drawn from the value ranges shown in Table 3, hence resulting in a total of 130 application graph settings divided into 

- **Medium**: 5 applications with up to 9 operators.
- **Large**: 7 applications with 25 operators.
- **Extra-large**: 1 application with 50 operators.

The size of large and extra-large graphs is much larger than that of existing data stream processing applications, and by having several sources and splitters, the resulting paths can be viewed as multiple applications with several sense-process/actuation loops. This captures the behavior wherein the execution of an application (sense-process loop) triggers the execution of another application.

An operator placement computed by a strategy is executed for 60 seconds and compared against a traditional deployment approach (Cloud-only) and TCEP [3] from the state-of-the-art that performs cloud-edge placement. Cloud-only deploys all operators on the cloud. TCEP iterates a vector containing the application operators, and for each operator, the algorithm ranks the computational resources by CPU, gets the host of the middle of the rank, and evaluates CPU, memory, and bandwidth constraints to obtain the operator placement. If there exists any constraint, the operator is assigned to the cloud. TCEP is chosen for comparison because it is the closest solution to ours regarding the features examined in Section 2. Also, it has fewer scalability issues and could potentially address some of the large-scale settings considered here.

**Performance Metrics:**

- **Resolution time**: the time in seconds to obtain a solution according to the used strategy (i.e., TCEP, cloud-only, AELS, AELS+RP, and AELS+RP+LA).
- **Execution time violations**: the number of unsuccessful runs where the operator placement strategy exceeded the resolution time limit of 600 seconds.
- **Aggregate end-to-end latency**: the end-to-end latency in seconds from the time events are processed by the sinks, considering application settings without time violations.

### 5.2 Performance Evaluation Results

This section presents the performance evaluation results for regular, large and extra-large network topologies.

#### 5.2.1 Regular Network Topology

Table 5 summarizes the execution time violations for 1,950 experiments conducted with regular network topologies. The results are organized according to the application sizes. For AELS, AELS+RP and Cloud-only, the number of violations increase with the number of operators. This is due to the explosion of combinatorial space when considering resources in each strategy. These strategies do not have a significant reduction in the number of resources and operators because they employ weak methods for reducing such numbers. The strategies must evaluate each operator considering a large number of resources. AELS has the highest number of violations because it checks at least once the end-to-end latency of an operator considering application settings without time violations.

5. Due to the dynamic nature of DSP applications and edge computing, the operators needs and resource availability can change in very short periods of time. Hence we adopt 10 minutes as a worst case resolution time within which a scheduler needs to compute a feasible operator placement.

### Table 3

Network topologies and their classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Number of Resources</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>Edge Site</td>
<td>IoTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-large</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

Operator parameters in the application graphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cpu</td>
<td>1,000-10,000</td>
<td>Instructions per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data compression rate</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mem</td>
<td>100-7,500</td>
<td>bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input event size</td>
<td>100-2,500</td>
<td>bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input event rate</td>
<td>1,000-10,000</td>
<td>Messages per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w_size (window size)</td>
<td>1-100</td>
<td>Number of messages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


【4. The operator parameters are based on the work by Murtaza et al. [38] and Shukla et al. [33] who analyzed real-world applications.】
for each resource in the network topology. In contrast, AELS+RP and Cloud-only apply a simple pruning approach, slightly decreasing the number of violations. Cloud-only covers only cloud resources in its search space, while AELS+RP reduces both the number of resources and operators to be evaluated. AELS+RP forces the usage of IoT resources on the edge and places operators in the cloud when no edge resource matching the operator requirements is found. Cloud-only achieves fewer violations compared to AELS+RP because its search space is at least 10 times smaller when comparing the maximum number of resources considered in the experiments. This demonstrates a strong relationship between the number of considered resources and the number of violations, which results in small number of violations under TCEP and AELS+RP+LA. AELS+RP+LA executes a quick search to the resources organizing them by their bandwidth capacities and then selects fewer resources according to three selection approaches. TCEP iterates a vector containing the application operators, gets the middle host of the available resources and evaluates CPU, memory, and bandwidth constraints to obtain the operator placement. Hence, the strategy has a Best Fit method, which allows it to compute solutions in a feasible time.

### TABLE 5
Percentage of execution time violations for application sizes (medium, large, and extra-large) in regular network topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Medium(%)</th>
<th>Large(%)</th>
<th>Extra-large(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AELS</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP+LA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-only</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCEP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 presents the results for the resolution time for each application size. AELS+RP+LA outperforms AELS, AELS+RP and Cloud-only in over 77% when comparing the mean resolution time as depicted in Fig. 5. The resolution time reflects the number of resources evaluated for each operator. AELS has the worst resolution time because it assesses all cloud and IoT resources while AELS+RP and Cloud-only reduce the resolution time by considering the set of IoT resources or the set of cloud resources, respectively. TCEP has longer resolution times of over 17% for extra-large applications, ≈48% in large applications, and ≈83% in medium applications when compared to AELS+RP+LA. The gradual performance improvement of TCEP is due to the way operators and resources are sorted in their respective vectors. At the same time, AELS+RP+LA employs a strategy to select resources to be considered at each operator iteration, resulting in a progressive expansion of the resolution time when rising the number of operators.

AELS+RP+LA enhances AELS+RP by reducing the number of resources according to their network latencies, which poses the highest overhead when dealing with geographically distributed infrastructure. This enables AELS+RP+LA to have an aggregate end-to-end latency similar (≈3% higher) to AELS+RP as depicted in Fig. 6. Similar to AELS+RP, AELS computes each operator aggregate end-to-end latency incrementally for each resource, the incremental method with this high search space brings a performance loss of ≈3% compared to AELS+RP+LA. AELS+RP+LA outperforms Cloud-only and TCEP by over 26% and 50% respectively. Cloud-only has performance loss in application paths where data sinks are placed on the edge, requiring messages to traverse network links with high latencies at least twice. Meanwhile, TCEP achieves the worst aggregate end-to-end latency because it comprises general vectors for resources and operators, regardless of the communication overhead.

### 5.2.2 Large Network Topology

Table 6 presents the results of 1,170 experiments where network topologies have a number of resources between 10k and 100k. As most state-of-the-art solutions rely on regular network topologies without numerous edge resources or federated clouds, they present a considerable number of violations. Cloud-only fails mainly in experiments where the number of cloud resources is equal to 500 because it evaluates all cloud resources when assessing an operator. Similarly, TCEP increases its number of violations because the number of considered resources is greater than or equal to 50,000, which results in a high overhead for sorting the resource vector at each operator evaluation. AELS+RP+LA has no violations because it smartly selects strategic resources when estimating the communication and processing time of each operator.

### TABLE 6
Percentage of execution time violations for application sizes (medium, large, and extra-large) in large network topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Medium(%)</th>
<th>Large(%)</th>
<th>Extra-large(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AELS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP+LA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-only</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCEP</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AELS and AELS+RP often exceed the time limit of 600 seconds and hence seldom compute operator placements, as depicted in Fig. 7. Although Cloud-only and TCEP find solutions, they require at least 65% more time and yield ≈44% higher aggregate latency when compared to AELS+RP+LA, as presented in Fig. 8. Moreover, AELS+RP+LA increases the resolution time by ≈37% compared to the regular network topology, but it keeps the aggregate end-to-end latency nearly stable, with a slight loss ≈2%. The growth in resolution time is caused by the overhead in selecting resources considered for operator placement; expected as the strategy covers numerous resources. Nevertheless, our approach effectively maintains the aggregate end-to-end latency by picking resources according to their network latency, which reflects the overhead of message processing.

### 5.2.3 Extra-large Network Topology

Here we consider future large-scale scenarios where IoT and edge resources become very pervasive. This set comprises 390 experiments for network topologies with more than 100k resources. These experiments show that few strategies can produce valid placements for extra-large topologies within the allotted execution time limit as depicted in Table 7. In most cases, Cloud-only and
Fig. 5. Resolution time for network topologies with less than 10k resources.

Fig. 6. Aggregate end-to-end latency for network topologies with less than 10k resources.

Fig. 7. Resolution time for network topologies greater than 10k and smaller than 100k resources. AELS and AELS+RP often exceed the time limit of 600 seconds, and hence compute very few placement solutions.

Fig. 8. Aggregate end-to-end latency for network topologies greater than 10k and smaller than 100k resources. AELS cannot provide any operator placement because it exceeds the time limit of 600 seconds. AELS+RP is able to produce solutions only for medium application sizes.

AELS+RP+LA can produce operator placements. However, Cloud-only has higher time violations than AELS+RP+LA. Our method only fails in some cases for extra-large applications where the number of resources is equal to 250,500 (worst case) because some application configurations require more time to estimate the AL. This time demand
Fig. 9. Results of resolution time for network topologies greater than 100k resources.

Fig. 10. Aggregate end-to-end latency for network topologies greater than 100k resources. In this set of experiments, the AELS, AELS+RP, and TCEP approaches cannot provide any operator placement to medium and large application sizes because they exceed the resolution time of 600 seconds. In contrast, Cloud-only is not able to produce operator placements only for extra-large application sizes.

is caused by the heavy operator requirements and time to compute the expected latency for the evaluated resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Medium(%)</th>
<th>Large(%)</th>
<th>Extra-large(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AELS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AELS+RP+LA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud-only</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCEP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, AELS+RP+LA increases the number of resources by 5 times when compared to large network topologies and the resolution time by $\approx 70\%$, as depicted in Fig. 9. However, these experiments demonstrate that AELS+RP+LA increases the aggregate end-to-end latency by less than 1%, as presented in Fig. 10, which shows its effectiveness to stabilize the AL regardless of the size of the network. Since AELS+RP+LA is based on the network latency, the results show how impactful the network latency is when handling time-sensitive applications.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This work described three strategies to minimize the end-to-end latency of DSP applications by splitting the application graph and distributing operators across cloud and edge computing resources. The strategies leverage application behaviors for identifying regions to which operators belong and how certain resources can impact the operator placement. We started with Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy (AELS), which estimates the application end-to-end latency of each operator on all available resources. Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy with Region Patterns (AELS+RP) splits the dataflow graph using region patterns and estimates the end-to-end latency only for operators that are candidates to be deployed on edge sites. Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy with Region Patterns and Latency Awareness (AELS+RP+LA) further reduces the number of evaluated resources by considering the resource network latencies when assessing the regions identified by AELS+RP.

Performance evaluation results show that the proposed strategies can achieve at least 30% better end-to-end latency than cloud-only and a state-of-the-art solution when applications have multiple forks, parallel regions and joins. The results also demonstrate that Aggregate End-to-End Latency Strategy with Region Patterns and Latency Awareness (AELS+RP+LA) is effective in maintaining the end-to-end latency regardless of the size of the network, whereas cloud-only and the state-of-the-art solution cannot produce an operator placement in feasible time.

In future work, we intend to implement our strategies in a real DSPE.
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